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Materials

- iPad
- Google Docs app
- Handout
- Colored notecard - Gmail address indicated
Goals

- Discuss differences between online peer review and traditional peer review
- Learn how to guide students in collaborative peer review activities using Google Docs
- Identify additional applications that are used for collaboration
Transforming Peer Review
Benefits

- Foster innovation and knowledge sharing
- Provide experience in teaching and mentoring
- Increase feedback prior to grading or instructor review
- Monitor in a safe, low stakes environment
Create Your Google Doc

Please respond to one or more guiding questions.

- In what ways do students collaborate in your classroom, or how do you collaborate within your department?
- Besides peer review, how could you see Google Docs being utilized in your classroom or department?
- What other collaboration apps do you like and would recommend?
Collaborate with a Partner

1. Trade notecards with one person
2. Invite partner to edit your document
3. Access “Shared with me” folder
4. Comment on your partner’s response

- Pose a question
- Share an experience
- Make a suggestion
Additional iPad Apps for Collaboration

PADLET

BAIBOARD

PAGES

Others?
tinyurl.com/ihe2016workshop